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INTRODUCTION.

Measurement of the oxygen content of coral reef water, which I made in
connection with ecological work, showed that the oxygen consumption· of a reef
can be so considerable that the water around it may become deprived of a large
part of its oxygen. This fact brought me to the much discussed problem of the
relation existing between the development of reefs and their want for light. It
occurred to me that this problem could be approached if there /Could be shown
to exist a correlation between the depth of the living part of certain reefs and
the silt content of the water around them, as the silt content must influence the
penetration of light in the water. If I should succeed in proving such a relation
to exist, this would be a very strong argument in favour of the dependence of
coral reefs on light. The observations in question were ~~~ried out in the years
1928-1930 in the Bay of Batavia and the work had to consi~-tof observations on:
1. the oxyg€n production and consumption of reef corals and coral reefs;
2. the influence of currents;
3. the silt content of the water;
4. the depth of light influence;
5. the depth of the living part of the reefs in question.

The observations were all made at or in the neighbourhood of the island
Onrust in the western half of the Bay of Batavia. As already stated in a previous
paper, the aquarium built on this island in 1928 for the Laboratorium voor het
Onderzoekder Zee offers quite uniqile opportunities for the study of coral reefs.
It is fed with water pumped up from the reef, receives full sunlight, and all
kinds of r€ef animals flourish here as on the reef itself. Thus the work was in

first instance made possible through the kindness of the authorities of the
Medical Service, Batavia, as Onrust is their Quarantine Station for Java. For
the flourishing of this aquarium, however, its construction, the care for its

welfare,we are ind€bted in the very first place to !:he intense interest in sciePti~
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fie work of Mrs. and Mr. STEINFURTH,medical officer and administrator to the
Station, to whom no trouble was too much, each new fact a revelation. It is
largely due to their devotion that the Laboratory at Batavia now offers working
opportunities in the dutch tropics, which are hardly surpassed by those of any
other tropical marine biological station.

One will see below that I further owe many thanks to Dr. S. W. VISSER
and Dr. H. P. BERLAGE,of the Meteorological Observ,atory at Batavia, for valu
able help in connection with solar radiation and some other problems. Finally I am
indebted for help to Ir. B. MARKUSof the Visscherij Station, Batavia, and Dr.
Ir. O. P. MOM, director of the Proefstation voor Waterzuivering at Manggarai,
Batavia. And I thank Prof. DELSMANfor reading the manuscript.

1. THE OXYGENCONSUMPTIONOF REEFCORALSANDCORALREEFS.

In June and July, 1928, in studying the small lagoon of the ,coral island
Hoorn in the Bay of Batavia, I made a number of oxygen measurements of the
lagoon water at different times of the day, to see whether there would be a daily
rise and nightly fall in the quantity of oxygen due to assimilation and respiration
respectively. The measurements were made during a period in which the
inrush of new seawater into the lagoon fell during late afternoon and early
evening, so that the lagoon did not receive any renewal of water either in the
morning or in the second half of the night. For that reason it was to be expected
that increase and decrease in oxygen should be considerable and the results bore
out this conclusion.

TABLE1.

I . I Oxygen content (cc. per, litre)
TIme of day .' "

2nd lagoon I 3rd lag'o9~
" ~,

",

water
6-8a.m. 2.4,2.41.6,1.8,2.3,2.7,3.5,3,8Tern peratures ran-

falling.
8-10"4.1,4.6 3.7.39,4 4ging from 27,5 to

10
12" 6.-,6.6 5.4.59,63, 300 C., giving sa-

12-3
p,m.4.6,6.56.4(9.-),7.9,8,9(9.4) 1),turation of seawa-

water

7.6(9.5)ter (about 18%oel)

rising

3-6p.m.7.6 5.3,6.8
with 4.84.5 cc. of

oxygen per litre,

To make possible a comparison of these figures with those for the sea
outside the shingle wall, measurements were also made of the water above the
reef, some metres from the shingle wall. These few observations tended to show
that the water of the sea close to the shore above the reef shows the same

daily rise and nightly fall in the quantity of oxygen, though probably to a
lesser extent.

') The figures between brackets are duplo-figures, differing much from the ;pre-
ceding figure. In such a case OI¥l of the two or both v,alruesare false. (
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TABLE II.

I Oxygen content (cc. per litre) I
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6- 8
10-12
12- 3

2.1,2.1,3.2
5.6,5.7
4.-(5.' )

Tem peratures ranging from
27.°5 to 29.°2, giving satura
tion of sea water with 48
465 cc. oxygen per litre

To see the influence of rising water I again made a series of measurements
in February, 1929, when the water was rising in early morning, falling during
the afternoon. I now chose the east side of the island Onrust, where the reef
is living in shallow water dose to shore, but also in open communication with
the sea. As it was westmonsoon now, the place represented the lee side of the
island.

TABLEIII.

Time of d~l Oxygen content (cc. per litre) I----
6- 8
8 - 12

12- 3
3- 6

1.5,3.4,3.9,4.-.4.2.5.3
4.6.4.7,5.4,5.7,6.3.7.
5.4.55,6.2.62(5.5?).
5. -,5.1,5.1.5.5

Temperatures ranging from
28.°1 - 29.°8, giving satura
tion of sea water with 4.8
4.5 cc. oxygen per litre

These measurements show that even where the water is rising in e3rly
morning (beginning from 4 to 6 o'clock during the days of the observations)

there is a very important difference between the-qxygen content in the early
morning and during the afternoon. From the place 'w.h~re the water was taken
to the edge of the reef, a distance of 30-60. metres only, the water is becoming
very gmdually deeper and though the current along the reef'g edge is of little
influence over the s.hallow reef itself, the water above the reef is in open com
munication with the water of the sea around.

I did not measure the oxygen content of the water around the reefs during
the days of the observations. Generally spoken we certainly may assume that
the water of the open sea is always more or less saturated with oxygen and does
not show a distinct diurnal variation. Therefore I did not bother about oxygen
measurements in the open water dlJring those days. However, to exclude the
possibility of making fault assumptions in this direction, I lateron made a small
series of measurements of the open water between the reefs. I let them follow
here and also mention some earlier observations, which were made in other
connection.

During a trip to the Thousand Islands in the southwestern Java Sea, on
25--27 July, 1928, I made a .Humber of measurements at different times of the•

day and during the night. They gave bad figures, as the controls differ much'
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from one a'nother, but all 12 v,alues show saturation or supersaturation
with oxygen (water 8 m deep). The saine holds good for 8 measurements
(also bad figures) made in the western half of the Bay of Batavia on 25 August,
1928, 7.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m. - On 4 September, 1930, 7.15 a.m., I found 5.52 cc.
oxygen p. 1. for the water near Onrust. So there was supersaturation in early
morning 1). In the afternoon (2 p.m.) I found at the same place a value of 5.75
ec. p. 1. (temperatures 28°.1 and 29°.5 resp.). - On 12 October 1930, between 6.30
and 8.30 a.m., I found about 5.-cc. for water between Batavia and the island
Edam (eastern half of Bay of Batavia, 4 measurements), in the afternoon I found
5.2 there (3 measurements). So this water too showed slight supersaturation in
early morning (temp.: 28.2-29.9). - On 17-19 October I made a series of •
measurements in the open water between Onrust and Purmel'end. The water was
10.5-12 m deep and the samples were taken from 3 m deep. They yielded the
following results.

TABLE IV.

Date I
Time of

day
Temperatu

res Oxygen in cc. p. I. I S in %0 2) I CI in %0 2)

17X 5.45 a.m.28°. 75.12,5.08 = 5.10
9.-

29°.65.13,5.14 = 5.14
9.50

29°.75.02, 5,02 = 5.0232.8018.16
10.25

29°.95.14,5.16 = 5.1532.6118.05
11.30

30°.15.14,5.14 = 5.1432.6318.06

2.55 p.m.

30°.45.13,5.16 = 5.1532.8918.21

3.50

30°. -5.06,5.08 = 5.07
4.40

29°.35.21,5.21,
5.18 = 5.205.15

29°.55.37,5.37 = 5.37
18 X

5.30 a.m.28°.85.38,5.34 = 5.36
6,50

28°.95.35,5.31 = 5.3332.9818.26

8.40

29°. 25.34,5.35 = 5.35
9.25

29°.55.27,5.28 = 5.2832.8418.18

10.35

29°.65.11,5.16 = 5.14
11.15

29°.55.21,5.23 = 5.2232.8418.18

2.- p.m.

30°. 25.25,5.27 = 5.26
2.45

30°.-5.10,5.15 = 5.1332.9518.24

19 X I

3.20 29°.8

j

5,38,5.41 = 5.40

10.- a.m.

29°.55.51,5.51 = 5.51

In these same days I also made ,some measurements at other places round
Onrust. They are not even of local interest, but again show high figures.

1) Sea water of 28°·30°C. is saturated with oxy,gen when it contains 4.8-4.5 ce. per
litre.".

l') Calculated from areom~tre readings with the use of KNUDSEN'S tables.

I
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TABLE V.
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Place of Sample

South of On rust
East of Onrust (waves)
South of Purmerend

North of Purmerend (waves)
On reef sou th of Kerkhof
East of On rust outside reef
On reef east of Onrust
On reef nearer to island
Between Onrust and Purmerend

Edge of Onrust-reef
On reef east of Onrust

Time

16 X, 3.15 p. m.
345
4.15
445
5.15

17 X, 6.05 a. m.
6.30
7.-

18 X, 5.30 a. m.
6.-
6.25

I TempeLI

29°.9
30°.1
29°.9
29°.8
29°.8
29°.1
28°.9
28°.5
28°.8
28°.7
28°.9

Oxygen

5.18,5.20 = 5.19
4.97,5.10 = ± 5.
5.18,5.13 = 5.16
5.12,5.13 = 5.l3
4.97,4.86 = 4.90
5.20,5.15 = 5.18
3.72,3.80 = 3.76
4.17,4.20 = 4.19
5.38,5.34 = 5.36
4.70 ,4~73= 4.72
4.8q ,4.79 = 4.80

I give these observations in extenso, as they reveal several peculiarities. As
sea water of 280.5-300 O.and 180/00 01 is saturated with about 4.70--4.60 ce.
O2 p.I. (I use the table of Fox in HARVEY, p. 60), we first of all see that the water
in the shallow Bay of Batavia is supersaturated with oxygen night and day, at
least during the days of the measurements. Secondly we see that there are slight
but distinct variations in oxygen content of one and the same place (extremes
5.02 and 5.51 cc. p. 1. in 3 days), though there is no regular diurnal variation
with a maximum and minimum. Probably these variations are due to currents.
Thirdly some few measurements of reef water confirm the earlier observations
that the reef water may show figures different from those of the water around
the reefs. The reason why these differences in this case are not greater, is to be

found in the time of rising of the water: the secon~, half of the night.

From table IV one will see that there occur sligl1t variations in the oxygen
c·ontent of the water, which are of short duration only. So, for instance, a measurement
of 5.02 cc. between an earlier and a later one of ,5.14 and 5.15, and so on. I think these
variation'S are real variatio·ns, but the possibility is perhaps not wholly to be excluded
th.at the stopping of the motor,boat, stirring up the water, may cause a slight loss of
oxygen of the supersaturated water, one time m'Ore than another. As I came to this
assumption after the work had 'been finished, I made no control measurements in this
direction. There is no possibiNty that these vadations are due to fault measurements,
as the controls differ very little.

These few measurements, as far as they permit such a conclusion, show
that the water of the shallow Bay of Batavia is night and day supersaturated
with oxygen, at least during calm weather. For when during "bad" days in the
west monsoon the silt is stirred up and brought into suspension (see below), there
will probably be a short of oxygen instead of too much. Whether plankton or
bottom algae or both cause this supersaturation, I do not know. But it is clear
that these observations are further proof of the remarkably low figures for
the oxygen content of reef water in early morning.
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T,he rule' of the absence of a distinat diurnal variation in the oxygen content of
water in the open tropic,al sea does not always hold; On 27~30 Septemlber, 1928, 11'. R.
MARKUS made a series of observations during a trip from Java (Indramaju) to Borneo
(Kumai). They were made at the r.eques.t of Prof. DELSMAN in a period when wide
patches of the alga Trichodesmium covered the Java Sea. All samples were
taken from a depth of 3 m whereas the depth of the sea ranged from 3,6 to 52 m. ')

TABLE VI.

Date

I
HourITemperature IOxygen

27 X

I8.13 a.m.
I28.3

3.62
9.20

28.63.94
10.07

28.44.25
10.44

28.54.24
11.30

28.64.56
1.24

28.54.67
2.15

28.75.12
3.32

28.65.57
6.-

28.35.16
9.30

28.2I5.11

The following day, 28 October, gave no suchi a low minimum in the morning,
nor such a high maximum in the afternoon, the five values ranging from' 4.89 to 5.
cc. p. 1.

It follows from these observations that large quantities of phytoplankton may
cause a distinct diurnal variation in the oxygen content of the water in the open sea,
giving a rather important under- and superslhturation; that, in general, however, this
diurnal variation in the oxygen content of the open water is of little importance, aIt
least in calm periods, and that shallow water like that of the Bay of Batavia may
even be continuously supers·aturated with oxygen. Sup~f.s.aturation seems to arise very
easily, and even a rather strong wind does nOlt succeed ihCiausing much oxygen loss;
in the same way a rather strong wind on the reef does not prevent a strong under
saturation.

These observations on supersaturation of open water show that the large
variations in the oxygen content of reef water are the more important. They show
that the consumption of oxygen by a coral reef, this enormous block of living
matter, must be enormous. Assuming that only a body of water of 100 metres
along the shore, 10 metres across and 2 metres deep shows a lowering of the
oxygen content from 5 to 3 CC. l? I., whereas this water is in more or less open
communication with the sea, there must be a consumption of much more than
4000 litres of oxygen during one single night.

Before proceeding, however, we first may ask whether this consumption and
production of oxygen of coral reefs cannot be measured more directly.

') I have omitted the fig~res for the neighbourhood of the coaSlt.

,•
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Pro d u c t ion: It is to be expected that higher algae as well as the
zooxanthellae, which live within the coral tissues are the cause of the .large
production of oxygen. As to higher algae one can directly see the continuous
stream of sma,ll bubbles, in smooth shallow water rising to the surface indirect
sunlight.. The more shallow parts of the reefs (in the Bay of Batavia down to
a depth of about 5 m), in so far they ·are not wholly covered by <lorals, are
covered with a silky carpet of fine green algae. Large tables of Acropora, turned
over by the waves, die, while their undersides get covered with these. algae;
the same happens with broken corals, the bottom of sand or coral fragments,
etc. This zone therefore becomes the home of large bands of parrotbill fishes,
especially Pseudosca?'us dubius {BENN.),pyrrostethus BLKR, cantori BLKR and
fasciatus VALENe.,which feed on these algae, scraping ·the coralrock covered
with them with their sharp "teeth". Iti,s especially this zone which produces
lal'ge quantities of oxygen.

As to oxygen production through zooxanthellae I made the following
measurements.

On 22 February, 1929, 6.30 a.m., 4 jars, with a content of 9.3 1. each, were
filled with unfiltered sea. water. This was done by means of a siphon in such
a way that the water was not mixed with oxygen in fining. The water was taken
from one of the tanks of the Onrust Aquarium, the oxygen content of which
had been measured directly before filling and found to be 3.25 cc. per litre
(3.25,3.27). The jars were put in the dark until 8 a.m. In the mean time 3 (wet)
pieces of Acropora hebes were freshly collected and later weighed under similar
conditions. At 8 a.m. the pieces of coral were put into the jars.

Jars 1 and 3 were hung in full sunlight in one of the aquarium tanks, the
cover just under the water surface, in order that the tempeDature remained
constant. The other jar,s, 2 and 4, were put into ,a dark room. The proof yielded
the following results. '1 .

~c

TABLEVII.

•..

Weight of cc. O2 ner litrp
OJ '" .0 ~ Acropora

Kept in lightDuration of

at I

Increase in
E .~ or darkexperimentbe~ill-at endO2 (cc. p.J.)::s ••..• hebes in grZ 0 nlOg

I
83.5 in the sun8 a.m.-3 p.m.3.256.04 2.79

(5.96,6.11)2

71.3 in the dark8 a.m.- 3.303.252.28 -0.97
p.m.

(2.08,2.47)

3

73.1 in the SUIl8 a.m.-4 p.m.3.255.78 2.53
(5.53,6.06)4

no coral.in the dark6.30 a.m.-3.252.84 -0.41
4.15 p.m.

(2.82,286)

Though these observations give us some insight into the matter, their value
is not great. The duplo-figures found at ~he end of the experiment for the jars
2 and 3 differ much inter se. Moreover l.the decre,!}sein oxygen of jar 4 shows
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that organic matter used up 0.4 ec. of oxygen p. 1. from 6.30 a.m. (when the jars
were filled) until 4.15 p.m., Le. somewhat less than 0.04 cc. p.I. per hoUT. 
71.3 gr Acropora hebes and suspended matter of jar 2 used up about 1cc. of
oxygen p.l. during the experiment.. Assuming that the organic matter was about
the same in all the jars, the latter may have used up about 0.36 cc. p. 1. and the
coral may have consumed 0.60 cc. p. 1. in 7.5 hours, i.e. for the whole jar 9.3 X
0.6 = 5.58 cc. As 73.1cc. of coral and the organic matter in jar 3 produced in
the sun 2.53 cc. p.I. and may have used up about 1 cc. of oxygen p.I. (compare
jar 2), the total production of oxygen may have been 3.5 ce. p. 1. or for the whole
jar somewhat more than 30 cc. in 8 hours. We do not know if the organic matter
lIonsisted of algae, other plankton or detritus, but we may safely assume t.hat ~
the production of oxygen by the coral was about 5-6 times larger t.han t.he
consumption.

On February 23rd I repeated the experiments with filtered sea water, the
oxygen content of which amounted to 2.55 p. 1. (2.45, 2.51, 2.61, 2.62)' at 8 a.m.
when the jars were filled. The pieces of coral were cleaned with filtered sea
water before being put into the jaI's. They h8Jd again been freshly collected and
weighed wet.

TABLEVIII.

11~ 2.50
1.38(1.29,

1.46)
2.55

in the dark 18.a.m.-3.20 p.m.I 6C.5

2

t:~ '0

t •..Weight of CC. O2 per litre ci. ~.~

.DE·~ A ra K t Duration of expe- ~ . ~ ~-=

cropo ep. I '" U ~ <1)

::l - nment· '" U • <1) E
Z 0 hebes in gr at ~egll1- at end t; --;:; E"'"

I11ng .:: 0 ~ 0

1 60.85 I in the sun 8.a.m.-1.30 p.m. I 2.55 3.51(3.50.1 0.96 29.°83.52)

3 73.85 I in the sun 8.a.m.-2.30 p.m. I 2.55 .4.88(4.87, 12.34 30.°9
, 4.89)

4 no coral in the sun 8 a.m. 3.- p.m. 2.55 .. ~ 51(2.50, 0.04 31.°1

The polyps of the corals were retracted during the experiment. Jars 3 and
4 contained under the cover a small number of air bubbles at the end of the
experiment (due to the high temperature?).

These experiments show that the filtered water of jar 4 is practically devoid
of organic mat.ter (filtration found place with a piece of fine meshed plankton
gauze) and that 60.5 gr of Acropora hebes consume in 7V2 hours 1.17 cc. O2 p. 1.,
i.e. 0.16 cc. p. 1. per hour. Further the total production of oxygen (measured
production + consumption) may have heen for j.ar 1 about 8 cc. p. 1. in 5112
hours, for jar 3 about 3.4 cc. p. 1.in 6V2 hours. For the whole jar these values may
have been about 16.7 and 31.6 cc. respectively.

If now we reduce all four values for the experiments of 22 and 23 February
top l' a due t ion per j a l' per h 0 u l' we get that 83.5 gr Acropora hebes

produce 5.1 cc. of {32, 73.1 ~r produce 4.1 cc., 73.9 gr produce 4.9 cc., 60.9 gr

,•
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produce 3 cc. We can also express that in another way: 100 gr of Acropora hebes

produce in full sunlight and shallo,,~ water 6.1, 5.7, 6.6,4.9 cc. of oxygen per hour.
Con sum p t ion: The experiments cited above teach us ;at the same time

something about the consttmption of oxygen by Acropora hebes 1). On February,
22, 1928, 71.3 gr consumed per hour about 0.74 cc.; on February, 23, 60.5 gr
consumed in th-e same time about 1.5 cc. I do not know whether the consumption
in the 'sun may be much more than in the dark, but we can safely assume that
in shallow water the production of oxygen by coral zooxanthellae during the
day is about 2.5-5 times as great ,as the consumption of oxygen through corals
and zooxanthellae together.

If now we return again to the reef itself, we find that these figures are
of much interest in connection with the low oxygen pressures found in early
morning. 60 gr of Acropora hebes consume in one hour about 1.4· cc. of oxygen.
So this coral consumes more than 20 cc. of oxygen per kilo and per hour. An
ordinary colony of a large Acropora weighs from one to several kilos and thus
consumes during one tropical night of 12 hours as many times 250 cc. of oxygen
as it weighs kilos. According to such a calculation a reef of some thousands of
kilos consumes several hundreds of litres oxygen during one night. And as we
may say that the water around these reefs contains about 5 litres of oxygen
per cubic metre we understand that such a reef isabl~ to deprive about 120
cubic metres of wholly saturated water of all its oxygen. And we should not
forget that this reef abounds with thousands of fishes, small and large, and
numerous other animal.s, as well as algae. A kilogram of a small species of fish,
MCCLENDON studied, "would use up all of the O2 in 3600 litres of the sea water
of the Gulf stream in 24 hours". "With 1 kg of fish in 300000 litres of warm
sea water we should be able to detect a distinct falLin O2 concentration during
the night. In order to attain this effect there need bi ~rganisms, the equivalent
of 1 kg. of fish, to 10 square meters of bottom in water "30 meters deep". One is
indeed inclined to ask whether these reef animals do not suffer from a severe
short of oxygen now and then 2).

The same rise and fall in the oxygen content of the water of tropical reef flats
was observed by MCCLENDON.(19'18), who made his measurements on the Flo-rida Keys.
His figures range from 3 to 4.5 cc. per litre about dawn to 4.5 to 7 cc. at 3 p.m.

MCCLENDON(1918, p. 277) remarks that this rise in oxygen content in Tortugas
waters is due to "attached seaweed ~nd -symbiotic algae and diatoms at the bottom".

') Fuller details on the oxygen consumption of species of the genus Acropora are
given in another paper of this serie~;

') The toxic effect of CO. may, 'however, be indepeilident of asphyxation, and
this suppm;ition is strengthened by the fact that with the exception of Acropora
muricata, all of these corals (I.e. Orbicella annularis, Porites astraeoides, P. clavaria,
P. furcata, Maeandra areolata, Favia fragum, Siderastrea radians) can survive in the

- dark for more than 11 hours in sea-water deprived of oxygen under an airpump; and
even Acropora mU1'icata can withstand 6 hours of this treatment (M~YER, 1918b, p.
175). - From this and othe'r observations [HENZE, 19110(anemones), KROGH,1916,
MCCLENDON,19'17 (Cassiopea)] we know th'at the rate of res1piration in such animals
is greatly affected by the oxygen content of the water allid that therefore the reef
will be able to stand low oxygen pressures a long tirr;e.
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- "On coral reefs the symbiotic algae of corals andacrt;inians are very effective,
and in lagoons or other water which is not too agitated the sYlll1lbioticalgae of the
bottom medusa Cassiopea are a significant factor. One Cassiopea xam(~chana (11 em.
in diameter, weighing about 117 grams) in the sunliglht gave out 1.9 c.C. 02 per hour,
whereas in the dark it absorbed 2.8 c.c. per hour, showing that 4.7 c.c. per hour was
produced by the photosynthesis, at 30°. In other words, the 02 given out in the day
is about twothirds the amount used at night". - Though MCCLENDONremarks that
the symbiotic algae of .corals are very effective, measurements of the oxygen production
of corals appear not to have been made by him. Observations on the oxygen production
of coral zooxanthellae were, however, m'ide by the late ALFREDG. MAYERwho remarks
(1918 b, p. 17&): "In these experiments the corals were kept in the dark to prevent
photosynthesis in their commensal plantcells, for in sunltg,ht the surrounding water
soon becomes supersaturated with oxygen from this cause". As to oxygen produotion •
by Alcyonaria CARY(1918, p. 188) remarks: "This aquarium was co,vered with a
black box to exclude the light, as some of the s,pecies studied contained within their
tissues enough symbiotic algae (zooxanthellae) to materially influence the results when
the experiments were carried on in the difJuse Ji.ght of the laho-ratory". As to actinians
"the investigations of BRANDT~188'3), TRENDELENBURG(1908) (working with Anemonia
sulcata) and PUTTER (1911) pro,ve that actinians with zooxanthellae may derive a
large part of their oxygen from these algae, and that actinian:s with z'ooxlanthellae
can better resist unfavorable cil'c'U,mstances than those W1hichdo not harbor unicellular
alg,ae" (BOSCHMA,1925, p. 431).

A,s to the consUlffiption of oxygen we know, especiaHy from measurements of
KROGHand MONTUORIand calculations of MCCLENDONthe number of cUibiccentimetres
of oxygen, used per hour per kilogram by various groups of animals. CARYhas
published observations for Alcyona,ria and MAYER:(19'18b,p. 176) for co-rals. Especial
ly the latter's figures are of much value to us. W\hereas 'a kHogram of liviri,g tissue
of Siderastrea radians consumes about 2& cc. of oxygen per hour, that of Maeandra
areolata oonsumes 3.8, of Favia fragum 5.5, of Orbicella. annularis 6.1 and that of
AC1'opora muricata 18.7 times as much. Thus AC11opora muricata consumes per kilo
of its living tissue per hour about 5001cc. oxygen. Compared with the figures given
for related animals - I.e. Cassiopea (26 cc.), Anthozoa (40), Alcyonaria (li'ving tissue
only) (14-75) - this figure and doubtless also that for Acropora. hebes given above
is very high, especially if one realizes that we 'are dealing with sessile animals.
Higher, fast moving antmals of course do s'ho,w high.;figures: cephalopods and crus
taceans 200 and more, fishes 200-500 ce. and more (compare the literature cited
ahove). For Alcyonaria CARYhas Slhown that those species which have the greatest

~cm 2(surface for a unit of weight {g-~}have ,by far the highest meta:bolism; this rule, how-
ever, does not hold, when different groulps of animals are compared here.

The foregoing observations all tend to show that the quantity of oxygen,
present in the water, must often be the limiting factor in reef growth. Of course
there are many reefs, lying in more or less strong currents which do not bother
about lack of oxygen. MEINDERT'Sreef, at the northeast point of Java, lying in
the dangerous 'current of Bali Strait (a current of up to 8 miles per hour) has
to endure such a strong flow of water that we might call it a typical current reef,
many of the corals - especially Acropora - not growing upward, but in the
direction of the current, bowing as trees before the wind. But when we take, on the
other hand, reefs in bays or in the open sea, with only a feeble current, it is
quite another thing. For that.reason let us consider the influence of currents first,.

••
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2. THE IMPORTANCEOF CURRENTSFORCORALREEFS.

VAUGHAN(1914, p. 225), to study the influence of darkness 011 corals, placed
18 species, repres-enting practically all the reef cor.als 'of Florida, in a submarine
dark chamber and found that after 43 days most of them were very pale, dueto
the death of the algal symbionts, but in only 5 species did the corals die. More
recently EDMONDSON(1928, p. 57-58) made a similar experiment in placing
17 species of Hawaiian corals in a floating dark box. Only 4 species survived
the experiment, which had lasted 45 days. "All were more or less injured by the
loss ofcoenenchyma and wer,e very much paler than at the beginning of the
experiment". Finally YONGE(1929) made the experiment for the third time and

, found that "corals, kept for four ,months in a light tight box on the reef flat
showed no ill effects other than those caused by the heavy deposition of sediment

which smothered some; the survivor,s were pale, almost all the algae being dead,
but otherwise healthy". From these experiments one might be inc1ined to believe
that the corals in general (i.e. the reefs) are perhaps able to grow without light,
so that the latter cannot be the limiting f,actor as to depth. The point of
interest, however, is not only whether it is possible to grow corals -in the dark
when they get enough oxygen and food, but whether the coral reefs themselves
would be able to stand the darkness a sufficiently long time. We must keep in
mind that nowhere else than on coral reefs it as possible to find such a dense
population in such 'a small area. The heavy outbursts of plankton in the northern
Atlantic in spring are nothing compared with the thousands of cubic metres of
reef life in a sea which is filled up to the limjits of possibility. The enormous
numbers of fishes, which in the North Sea and elsewhere gave rise to such
important fisheries, are ,in no smaller number met with on the coml reefs, where,
however, they form only a small part of the total amount of living matter.
Whereas in northern seas, through lack of plant lif~ during winter, there is a
gradual increase in phosphates and nitrates in the wateb~ntil these are used up by
the phytoplankton ,after ,its outburst in spring, We are dea,ling here with a never
diminishing production of phosphates, ammonium compounds and nitrates. In
shutting off the light we would create the conditions occurring at greater depths,
where the phosphates and nitrates are continually showing high figures. And so
we should not ask whether corals may grow un the dark under artificial conditions,
but whether the water on and round the reef is able to remove the waste products
of the latter. Therefore we now may see what is known about currents in the
Java Sea.

In the years 1914, 1915 and .1916 Mr. K. M. VANWEEL, then hydro
grapher at the Laboratorium voor het Onderzoek del' Zee at Batavia, ~md Capt.
VANKOESVELDmade a number of current measurements in the Java Sea on six

trips in the months of February,M,ay, August ·and November. These months,
under mean conditions, may be said to represent the westmonsoon, spring
transition, eastmonsoon and autumn transition respectively. Their observations
on.dir.ectionand.velocity of the cur·rents were published in,extenso-by VANWEEL
(1923).His figures, together with those on salinity"temperature, etc., which for
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a good deal 'had also been worked out by him, formed the basis for a paper on the
monsoon currents in the Java Sea by BERLAGE(1927). - BERLAGEfinds a very
good agreement between the old observations on the monsoon currents, mentioned
in the Nautical Guide, and the exact measurements of VAN'VEEL and VAN
KOESVELD.He compares the J,ava Sea with a rectangle with two large openings:
on~ in the northern long side between Sumatra and Borneo and one in the
eastern short side east and north of Madura. During the east monsoon the
water is com~ng in through the lastnamed opening and flowing away through
the northern one, in the westmonsoon the rev:erse is the case. But moreover the
rectangle leaks in its southwestern corner, as the water is flowing out through
Sunda Stl"ait the year round. During the westmonsoan the .strong wind through •
Sunda Strait is driving the water of the southwestern Java Sea in an easterly
direction, this is only a superfic.ial phenomenon, however. As to the direction of
the currents at different depths in one land the same pla.ee, it nearly always tends
to change clockwise or counterclockwise from surface to bottom; for these and
other particulars the reader is referred to the papers in question. - To us the
velocities of the currents especially are of much interest. The first point, attract
ing attention, is that there generally is ,a decrease in current velocity from surface
to bottom: Especially the higher velocities show this phenomenon; the lower ones
do not show it, I suppose because the instrument registrates these velocities less
exactly 1). The second point of interest is that the velocities - as may be expect
ed - differ in the different seasons. This is alrea,dy obvious from ·a superficial
glance at the figures and was known long ago. The Nautical Guide gives the
maximum veloci,ties attained during east and west monsoon as 1 and 2 miles
per hour respectively.

BERLAGEfinds as mean .current velocity during the westmonsoon 28, during
the east monsoon 17 cm p. sec. To this purpose he has reduced all currents to
east and west ones. 'Ve ourselves, however, do not need;.the precise east and
west currents, but the currents as such, the directly obser\iet} ones, consisting of
a mixture of tide ,and monsoon currents. The first are small b{lt cannot be wholly
neglected, as is shown by rather important differences in velocity of neighbour
ing or ev.en the same places on one and the same d'ay. For that reason I have
calculated the means for the totals of the different seasons.

TABLEIX.

Depth in metres

I
5
I15I25

7 - 26

Febr.1914 423435
} Westmons.oon: 40, 32, 30.5 - 19 "1916

3729.525

6 - 22

May1914 292523
} Transition spring:24, 22, 19.7 - 31 "1915

191915.5

3 - 19

Aug.1915 32.52927Eastmonsoon: 33, 29, 27.
6 - 20

Nov.1915 3329.527Transition autumn: 33, 30, 27.

1) For the same reason the direction of the currents is often not wholly trust
worthy.• t·

••
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These figures show us that the lowest mean velocity for the cu;rents in the

Java Sea may be about 20 em per sec. Now, when a current has a velocity of
20 em per sec., it takes 5 seconds for a cubic metre of water to flow over a m2

of bottom. Let us assume that the quantity of coral growing on that m2 of bottom
is 500-5000 times larger than the quantity of coral used in one of my experiments
mentioned above. A rough estimation shows t,hat this often may be the case.
As in one of my experiments 60 gr of Acropora hebcs consumed ·about 1.4 cc.
oxygen per hour, 5000 X 60 gr may consume 5000 X 1.4 cc. per hour, or

500~~ 1.4 = 10 ,cC.O2 in 5 sec. If now this cubic metre of WIater flows along
. a piece of reef of about 100 m long, the corals would consume about 1000 cC. of

its oxygen and the oxygen pressure of the water would sink about 20%, if there
existed no diffusion, convectJion or other manner of intermingling. Whereas the
r.ate of diffusion of oxygen in water is so small that it may he neg,lected, we
possess no means of observing the influence of convection or another type of

intermingling, so that we cannot go further into the matJter. 'Vhen, however, a
feeble current is flowing over a shallow lying reef, there is probably little reason
to assume that convection plays an important role and in such a case we are
dealing with consumption only, whereas ,diffusion - 'as already statOO - may
be neglected.

Tihe rate of diffusion of oxygen in water may be derived from the following
f()rmula:

de
dS = kq dx <It X 103•

<<is is the quantity of oxy;gen, moving at the point x in the time dt through the
section q under the influence of the difference in concentration; this difference in
oxygen in fresh water; at 1,6°_17°C. it is 1.62, ·at 22° perhaps 1.64, so I assume that
concentration is the change of concentration dc along the distiipce dx; k is known for
at 28° it is about 1.66. - Let us assume that its value for oxygeI;l in sea water is not
much different. Let us further assume that the concentration of ogygen falls from
5 cC. to 4 cC. p. 1. over a distance of 1 m = 100 cm and let us· express dc in cm3
02 per cm3 H20.

Then the diffusion through 1cm2 amounts to:

1.66 X 0.002 = 0.00'0033'2 cm' in 24 hours, so that the diffusion per m2 per 5 seconds
100

(see above) is about 0.000002 cC.

So it is not impossible that the reef gets short of oxygen already when a
current as mentioned before flows ,along the corals. - In reality, however, when
a current ofa certain velocity passes 'areef, the corals themselves have to depend
on water which is flowing much more slowly. Near the coralbottom, along
and between the corals, the water meets so much resistance that we will
find a basal layer of water there, which moves very slowly only. Where a
reef has grown up to little below the surface we may see that the water
is flowing scarcely over it, whereas some fifty metres farther, along the
edge of the reef, it is flowing rather fast. When I measure a current
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velocity of 10 cm p. sec. in the Bay of Batavia not far from Haarlem, I may be
sure that the w.ater flows 'along the corals with .a velocity of perhaps 5 cm p. sec;
or still less. In that case it takes 20 sec. for one metre of water to pass the
corals and the corals on one m2 may USB up 40 cc. O2 from that m3 of water.
If this water flows '81gainalong a piece of reef of 100 m long, 4000 cc. oxygen are
consumed. And as this cubic me-tre contains only about 4700 cc. the cor,als get
short of oxygen in ,a very short timoe. It may be ,easily understood that in this
way low oxygen pressures may arise night ,after night.

3. SILT MEASUREMENTS.

The foregoingconsider,ations Iood us to the supposition that the depth from
which a coral reef arises in calm water may often depend, from want for oxygen
alone, on the silt quantity of the water. But for other peasons .too it is quite
probaMe that the development of coral reefs is influenced, dipectly or indirectly,
by the silt quantity {)fthe water, directly because the cor,als themselves may need

light, indirectly because their zooxanthellae need it and the com Is may need
these algae .

. So it need not wonder us that the hypothesis has been 81dv'ancedmore than
once that the depth of the living reefs is limited by the depth of light penetration.
But as far 'as I know no one has tried to show if there exi-stsa direct relation

between the depth of the living reef and the average .depth to which the light
penetrates the water roundabout that reef. I alI'leady,stated above: if we could
prove that a high average of silt c-ontent (equivalent to reduced penetration of
light) corresponds to a small maximum d€pth of the living reef, ,and vice versa,
this would be a very strong argument in favour ,of the relation reef and light.

It is now generally recognized that the limit of n..1OSt'acti've cornl growth lies
at a depth of about 40 m. Sometimes much gl'eater'uE:pths ,are reached by reef
corals, but they probably build rarely reefs there. Ancrwhere they d-o so, these
reefs must be very uniform in composition, as only some very few species reach
these greater depths. SOQUELCHin his Reefcoralreportof the ChaHenger Expedi
tion (p. 35) mentions only 3 species of corals from depths of up to 40 fathoms,
which, according to him, are definite reef-builders: Porites lichen, M ontipora

capitata, Pocillopora nobilis; they are the only ones of nearly 300 species of reef
building corals.

CROSSLAND,in a r,ecent publication even expressed his doubt as to the cor-
rectness of these statements, because on Tahiti he found no corals below
20 metres. One may ask why h~'did not conclude: the depth of the reef seems
to be smaller in Tahiti than in other places. The peason' for this is obvious.
For whereas his reef reached to about 20 metres, the visibility reached about
12 m deeper; so opacity (silt quantity) of th€ water could in his judgment not
be of influenc'e. At first sight it might really seem, that CROSSLANDwas right in
his conclusions. If then, how-ever, one reads, that the water was so clear under

the best possible conditions qply, one may ask: what would be the average depth

••
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from which the bottom would be visible. to our eyes? - So we have in the
first place to study the variability in the quantity of silt of one and the same
place, accompanying stormy and calm periods, at the same time learning the
average quantity, of si,lt faT the place in question.

The measurements given below (Table X) were all made in the western half
of the Bay of Batavia in the neighbourhood of the islands Onrust and Kuiper,
Purmerend and Kerkhof, Schiedam, Rotterdam, Hoorn and Haarlem. They were
made by using a variety of SECCHI'Sdisc, modified after HEDLEYand UMBGIWVE
(UMBGROVEp. 4). As sta.ted by HARVEY(p. 156-157) the measmements taken in
this manner give a fairly exact idea of the quantity of floating matter (silt and
plankton), t,he depth at which the disc ,disappears from ,sight not being affected
by the intensity of }light 'on the surface within fairly wide limits. In general
the transparency of the w3lter is larger when direct sunlight fails, as the floating
particles disperse the light falling on them and largely throw it hack; this is
especially the case when the ,silt quantity is important. The difference in depth
seeing may then amount to at its most 10%, perhaps even somewhat more. As
the method itself is, however, so easy that it makes control measurements
possible without much loss of time, the method is quite sufficient for our purpose.
It should be remarked here that POOLE & ATKINS(1929, p. 309-310), who
compared the readings of SECCHI'Sdisc with those of their photoelectric cells, found
that the percentage illumination at the limit of visibility may be said to be about
16% and "further that we may use the SECCHIdisc to estimate the opacity of

the water without paying attention to even comparatively large variations in the
brightness of the daylight."

The figur,es thus obtained, though they. represent the state of affairs during
the westmonsoon only, distinctly show

10 th81t.the quantity of silt - as may be exp~cted - is immediately cor
related to the depth of the water, so that round a1:io\.ltthe island Onrust the
quantity of silt is always greater than round about t.he island Haarlem; with
increasing depth of the water, howev.er, especi'ally on windy days, the depth
increases faster than the visibility;

20 ,that it takesSIOme time (at least three days) aft~ra stormy or windy
period before the large quantity of silt has 8e,ttled again, so ,that the average
quantity of silt during the monsoons is rather high.

During the transition periods the cleamess of the water shows that higher
figures for the visibili,ty are to be found than during the monsoons. For that
reason the average quantity of suspended matter for the whole year must be
smaller than that for the monsoon peiiods. The mean disc visibility for Onrust
may be 4, for HaaTlem 8-10 metres; but these figuiesare stiH very hypothe
tical. In my preliminary'paper I assumed a moon visibility ,of at its most 12 m
for Haarlem; this figure will be too high, however.

In studying these figures one must well realize that the field of operation

is situated close to the mangrove coast .and that not only there, but farther fr-om
the coast too, theboUom - like that of a great p~rt of the Java Sea - is
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TABLE X.

3.7

6.6

6.4

median values = I

131'15

r

I

Near Onrust, Kuiper,Near Schiedam,Near Rotterdam,Near Hoorn,Near Haatlem,
Data

WeatherPurmerend, depthdepthdepthdepthdepth
9-12.5 m I)

12-17.5 m16.5-19.5 m18.5-21 m21- 23 m

Windy

I 4, 4, 4. I
:

45, 4.5,4
,

35, 3.5, 45
I

3.5,4.57, 8.5, 87 8
Very fine weather, nearly no wind, ± west.

3.5, 6.58, 7, 7, 7, 87.5, 8.510, 10511.5, II
,

Strong wind, during the night much•

rain.
2, 1.8, 2.557, 57.5, 8.;5

l
Nearly no wind, rain. 1.5, 3, 1.53, 34

i
""" 1.5, 2.6, 2, 2.2, 2.8,5.26.6

i
Rain during the night, wind W. 3.3, 2.8, 2.1, 3

Rain, rather strong wind, W.

2, 2.5, 2.5, Windy. 2.3, 3,3.
Sunny, strong W. wind.

6-7

Sea rather calm. Little wind, W.
4. 5,I6.56

Nearly no wind. Sea like a lake.
3.5, 5, 4.5, 4.7, 67.5, 788, 10

Nice weather, no wind.
4.4,,4.3,38,4.3.9.5,98.8

As 23
6.5;"6.3, 7.5, 5, 5.5,11, 89.5

/1~6, 1.5, 1.5, 1.7,
1.8,2.534

• 4
4.58.512.89

4.6
6.68

8.6
7.6

11f';f;

I')

M

A

M
J

- ..

') All depths are given as measured on the days in question, without taking into account the water level.
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Fig. 1. Map of western half of Bay of Batavia, showing the lines of equal silt
quantity running parallel with the coast. The figures represent the depths at which
SECCHI'S disc disappeared to the eye on 22 and (between brackets) on 24 February 1929.

covered with silt. This silt is stirred up by the influence of the waves and so
brought into s'Uspension when the wind grows strong enough, sooner or late'r,
accordingto the depth. A moderate storm is able to stir the water up to a depth
of 50 metres and more. "In the open Atlantic ripple marks have been found
at a depth of 200 meters, but in the English Channel they occur only down to
a depth of 40 meters, and to depths of 50 meters in the Roman mediterranean.
Off the Florida coast, too, AGASSIZhas noted disturbances to a depth of 200
meters" (GRABAU,1924, p. 218--219). One c.an under,stand that it is not possible'
for this silt to sink down again in one single day.

The accomjJanying map shows that the lines of equal disc visibility (Le.
silt(quantity) run parallel with the co.ast.
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4. DEPTH OF LIGHTINFLUENCE.

The penetratian af light int.o the water can be studied by a very simple
methad, viz., by hanging jars filled with water with algae in the sea at variaus
depths. Where light penetratesphatasynthesis causes praductian af axygen; in the
dark this praductian daes nat accur. At the same time respiratian causes lass af
axygen in the light as well as in the dark. In the li~ht the praductian of axygen
exceeds by far the lass, in the dark we have laSiSanly. Between dark and light
there "is a paint where assimiLatian and dissimilatian are shawci.ngequilibrium:
the campensatian paint af GAARDER,GRAN,MARSHALL,ORR.

JONSSON(1903), in the Olsa Fjard, using the mass Climacium dendroides,
faund that phatasynthesis fell aff rapidly fram the surface, and was nat appre
ciable belaw 17-27 metres 1).

GAIL,warking in Pug,et Saund, faund the lawer limit at which photosynthe
sis takes place by red 0'1' brawn algae ta be abaut 35 metres and' that the depth
af maximum phatasynthesis differs much in different species.

GAARDERand GRAN,studying the praductian af phytaplanktan in the Osla
Fjard (mixed animal and phyta planktan, mainly cansisting of diatams), made
am.ang athers abservatians an the cannectian between the praductian af planktan
and the variatians in the axygen cantent of the water. It fallaws fram their abser
vatians that in the secand half af M.arch the campensatian pai;nt af their plank
tan W8lSta be faund at a depth af abaut 10 m. As their measurements were made
aver a three day periad, sa that assimiLatian praduced axygen during the daytime
anly, whereas respiratian 1) caused axygen lass during the whale periad, the
campensatian paint far the day may have been lying a little deeper. GAARDERand
GRANstate that during the experiment the water was ratherapaque an accaunt
af the density af diatam planktan.

By far the mast valuable wark an the subject i~ that af miss MARSHALLand
ORR af the Scattish Marine Bialogical Station at MWport. They worked with
cultures af the diatam Coscinosira polychorda, the density af which was esti
mated far each experiment, sa that theauthars cauld express their Desults as
the amount af axygen praduced by a millian diatams. As f,ar as passible cultures
af abaut the same age and cell cantent'S were used in their experiments and the
experiments were preferably carried out while the ~;e,awas free fram diatoms.

Their valuabIe investigatians therefare represent ,a unique piece af standardized
wark. - The principal results af their studies ,are the fallawing. In inshore
water the compensatian paint far a pure culture of Coscinosira polychorda (when
measured aver 24 haul'S) may lie i;Lta depth af 10-20 m in March 0'1' 20-30 ill

") "E'arly experimental work on the effect of light at different depths was
lC{irried out at Monaco by REGNARD(189'1), who germinated se€'ds of cress and radish
at different depths, and found that little chlorop.hyll was formed at 80 metres" (MAR
SHALLand ORR,1928, see also ATKINS,1926, p. 10'3-104).

2) The term "respiration" is used. here and furtheron to denote the consumption
of oxygen. GAARDERand GRANhave shown, however, "that the auto-oxydation of dis
,solved and suspended organic matter, and the bacterial oxydation are very important
factors in relation to the re&piration of the phytoplankton". See also FoYN & GRAN.•

••
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in summer when the water is clear. When the sea is rich in diatoms,
however, the compensation point may lie much higher, even little (less
than 5 m) below the surface on a dull day in March 1). And on a
very f{)ggy winter day the compensation point was found to lie at
about 2 m, the least depth which was found. - Observations on photo
synthesis dming three hour periods at different depths showed that on bright
days there is a fall in the oxygen productiDnof diatoms near the sur£aoo during
the middle of the day, this f'all being most marked (,indeed quite important) for
the diatoms at the surflace. Even at six metres depth the diatoms show a slight
decrease in assimilation during the middle of the day. This decrease in asso.mi-

, lation is due to the injury caused to the diatoms by the strong light. Thus· the
greatest amount of photosynthesis at or nem' the surface takes place in the early
morning in sunny water. - For further 'Observations, giving the photosynthesis
over 3-hour periods on ,days of different brightness, I refer to the paper in
question. - Miss MARSHALLand ORR also compared two different species of
diatoms, a Chaetocerasand Coscinosira. This comparison showed that Chaeto
cems, though a summer form in Scotland, appeared much more sensitive to light
than Coscinosira,a spring form.

All these observations tend to show that the compens·ation point at none
of the places in question reaches a depth of more than 30 metres. This does not
imply that it never reaches a greater depth. Already the f,act, that brown algae
off Iceland after GUANreach a d'cpth ,of about 50 m, shows that .the light pene
trates ml,lChdeeper t.here; hut such ;a (lase will probably remain -an exception 2).

During the recent expedition of the Willebrord Snellius (peroonal communication
to the writer) SECCHI'Sdisc di1sappeared at about 30 m in several deep seas of
the East-Indian Archipelago ,in turbid water, whereas it disappeared at about
40 m when the surface was smooth 3). MARSHALLandORR recently remarked
the same for the northern coast of Australia: "Heyond. the Harrier Wiater is
generally very clear and the SECCHIdisc Teading may be athigh as 40 m" (1931,
p. 123). This shows that the compensation point may have r·eached a depth of
50-60 m at these places (see below). But such a deep lying compensation point
is just found over these large depths only.

My own researches intended to make out how far the influence of light
would reach under the different conditions caused by the silt contents as given
above.So I made my measurements -on the oxygen production of algae together
with comparative readings of the white disc. I too used the method of hanging

') Fuller details on the influence 0:( dense ·diatom plankton on the penetration of
light in the water are given by MARSHALLand ORR1930, p. 86&-866; POOLEand ATKINS
(1929) found evidence of a decrease in the intensity of illumination due to the zoo
plankton.

') In the Mediterranean according to WALTHERthe red algae reach a depth of
130-160 m, but it is practically certain "that the red algae can, and do utilise light at
the blue end of the siPectrum, since they live at depths to which little but blue light
penetrates)' (HARVEY,p. 17).

') The disc wa.s observed from 3'-3.15 m: llIboye·the water surface. In my own ob
servations when necessary a sea glass was used to takeaway ttJ.~ rippling of th~
water surface, so that th~ latter littl~ influenced the r~sults. --

••
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jars with sea water and algae at different depths in the water. For technical
reasons I preferred to use the largest possibly jars, i.e. of about 9.3 litres. They
can contain a larger quantity of algae and make control measurements possible
twice, when the results seem doubtful. The oxygen quantity wrusmeasured after
WINKLER,burt at the advice of 11'. MARKUSI did not use the ordinary oxygen
jars, but the oxygen pipet with two cocks ,after ROMIJN.As may be wellknown
and is shown moreover by the series of measurements given in table IV this pipet

gives exact duplo-figures, if one takes care that each time the same quantity of
Mn(OHh gE)tslost. It took a long time, however, before I sufficiently realized
that rather important differences in the duplo-measurements may be caused by
small differences in the amounts of lost Mn:(OH)2 and for thrut reason several of
the duplo-measurements in the beginning gave bad figures.

GAARDERand GRANworked with mixed phyto and animal planHon (princi

pally diatoms), miss MARSHALLand ORR wirth diatom cultures. In connection
with the problem under consideration I concluded that for my purPose it would
be best to study bottom ,algae, ,as the lamer, together with the zooxanthenae of
the corals, are of importance f.or coral reefs. I collected these algae from the
wall or from the bottom of the tanks 'of the Onrust Aquarium and weighed
them-wet" Le. after having spre3ld them out on ia piece of g,auze for a short time.
This weighing of wet matter had lOfcourse the disadvantage that the portions
were not exactly alike and for that reason it was a fault that I did not weigh
all algae dry after t.he ,experiment was over. I did so the second time and one
will see that the greatest deviation from the medi,an value amounted to 13% of
the latter, wherea,s the gr,eatesrt difference between the lowest and highest value
amounted to 25% of the lowest value. These figures are high. - The alg,ae used
during the first experiment consisted probably of a species of Bryopsis, probably
with ,a very rich growth of di,a,toms and a number of protozoans. Those used in
the second experiment consisted of a species of Claiophora, nearly without any
growth of foreign organisms. l "Ii;"

The jars had a height of 0.75 m, hung vertically ,and the algae covered
their bottom. Thus the light partly had to pass the thick cover, partly the jars
themselves. The depths to which the jars were lowered were measured from
the surface of the water to the bottom of the jar.

The jars hung down from long bamboos which had been fastened crosswise
to the small rowing boat of our Laboratory. The bamboos projected about 3 m
to the left and right of the boat. It was believed that through this procedure the
shadow of the boat could never fall on the jars. Afterwards I hav,e tried to

prove this by a small calculmion; bringing into account the declination of the
sun during the days of the experiments (11°-13° S. flOr the first and
7°_10° N. for the second series), the declination of Batavia (6° S.) and the
breaking at the water ,surface. In doing this I came to the conclusion that it
may have been possible that the lowest jar in the second series of experiments
has fallen within the shadow of the boat for a shmt time about noon. This
cannot therefore have influenoed the results to any practical dE',.gree.Moreover,~ l

••
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it is doubtful if the shutting off ,of the direct light would be of any'influence at

a depth of 18 m, where all li/ght perhaps may be said to be indirect.
I preferred to use sea water with ,a low initial oxygen content, ,as the oxygen

increase could be considerable then before supersaturation 'Occurred. I therefore
always used water from one of the tanks of the Onrust Aquarium, which has
a low oxygen tension 'in the eady morning. As this measuring 'Of the oxygen
content, filling and closing the jars and their transportation took a long time
(1-3 hours), the initial oxygen corutent ·as given below ~s always somewhat too
high (the jars were kept in the dark all the while), so that the real production
of oxygen h3ls always been somewhat greater than that given by the figures.

• As may be seen from t.he figures given below the respiration amounted to about
0.06-0.07 cc. p. 1. per hour in the first and about 0.05-0.06 cc. p. 1. ·per hour in
the second series of experiments. As the time ,in quest.ion was different in the
diffel'ent experiments, but the same f'or each jar, I add the figures for the
possible amount of respiration during transport, etc. under each experiment. As
I observed before GAARDER& GRAN,as well as miss MARSHALLand ORa measure
the production and consumption of oxygen per 24 hours, so that the algae con
sume during a longer time than their production of oxygen lasts, for during the
night production stops and consumption goes on. For that reason the compen
sation point (i.e. the point of equilibrium between consumption and production)
is differ1ent from that f.ound when one works dlU'ing the day only. In connection
with our problem it is of greater importance to know the compensation point
during daylight, as the oxygen made during the day is of little or no use during
the night. It goes without saying that, though the differenoe between the depths
of these two compensation points is not important, the compensation point in my
experiments must lie a little deeper than the one of GAARDER,GRAN,etc.

One will see that I give the hours of sunshine in percent of the maximal
quantity. I owe these figures, as well as those for salar radi~tian, to the kindness
of thes.taff of the Meteol'ological Observatory at Weltevnlaen. The figures for
1929 were recorded (automatically) ,at Batavia, those for 1930 at the island
Kuiper in the Bay of Batavia itself. Whereas the latter f'igures give the exact
data for the place of the experiments, the figures fOT1929 may differ from the
real values for the Bay. They agree, however, in that there was a more or less
covered sky at both plaoes during the experiments of 1929. The figures for solar
radiation give the total quantity of d iff use radiation expressed in calories
per cm2• I also add the diagram for diffuse radiation for one of the days
in question.

Production of oxygen in the light at different depths.

First series. Algae: probably B1'yopsis, with a rich growth of diatoms, and
a number of protozoans, wet weight 'Of each portion 2.9 gr.

17 February, 1929.

Between Onnrst and Purmerend. Depth of wwter 10 m. Experiment from.,
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10.45 a.m.-2.45 p.m. Initial oxygen content measured as about 1 cc. (0.81 and
1.20) p. 1., but probably higher 1).

Oxygen consumption before beginning of experiment 0.2 ee. p. 1. Sunshine
76% of maximal value, total diffuse radiation 253 ca1. per cm2 (figures for
Batavia).

Number

I Dep!h of jar IOxygen in cc. p. 1.llnCre~se in oxy-I Visibilit~ of Secchiof jar

(In m) gee In ce. p. I. diSC.

5
I0.75 4.67 (4.66, 4.68) I3.71

3.754.4? (4.24, 4.57)3.4 ?I3m
2 I

5.75
13.90 (3.89,3.90) I

2.9
4

8.753.05 (2.95, 3.15)2.1 1)

18 February, 1929.
Between Onrustand Purmerend. Depth of water 10 m. Experiment from 9.

a.m.-2.15 p.m. Initial oxygen content of the water about 2.97 cc. p. 1. (2.87, 3.07).
Oxygen consumption before beginning of experiment 0.14 cc. p. 1. Little

sun, sky cover,ed, now and then cloudless, sunshine at Batavia 76% of maximal
quantity, total diffuse radiation 240 ea1. per cm2 there. Sea far from smooth.

2 3.75 4.34 (4.30, 4.37) 1.37
1 5.75 4.60 (4.57, 4.62) 1.63 13m
5 8.75 3.22 (3.20, 3.23) 0.25

20 February, 1929.
East of Room. Depth of water 20 m. Experiment from 8.15 a.m.-12.15 p.m.

(12.15-12.45). Initial oxygen content 3.28 (3.26, 3.30). Oxygen consumption
before beginning of experiment 0.16 cc. p. 1. Windy, sky now and then clouded,
sunshine at Batavia 86%, total diffuse radiation 168 ca1.,_per cm2 there 2).

Sea turbid.
1 9.753.84 (3.82, 3.85)0.56I',;";

2
12.753.47 (3.43, 3.51)0.19

I
6m

4
15.753.14 (3.12, 3.16)-0.14

5

18.752.86 (2.82, 2.90)-0.42

Consumption.

Consumption in 8.25 hours 0.6 cc.
p. 1.; content of jar 9.3 1.; total
consumption per hour 0.68 cc.

Consumption of oxygen of these algae in the dark.
14 February, 1929 (j,ar 1).

Time Oxygen in ee. p. l.

8.45 a.m. 4.36 (4.31,4.42) l
4.30 p.m. 3.76 (3.74, 3.78) j

,.l

') In my preliminary paper on this subject I neglected these results because I
did not take care that the water, when I filled the jars by means of a siphon, took
up no oxygen. I give these observations therefore for w,hat they are worth, especially
for completeness sake.

2) The number of calories is small here .because the experiment began and
finis,hed early. •
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Fig. 2. Quantity of sunshine as measured by solarimetre of Meteorological Observatory, Batavia, at 29 August 193,0. The quantity I ~
can be expressed in calories per cm2 by the use of the formula: (Sum of readings: number of readings) X time in minutes X 0,0187.
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15 February; 1929 (j-ar 1).
7.- a.m. 3.33 (3.32, 3.34)
2.- p.m. 2.85 (2.82, 2.89)

Consumption in 7 hours 0.48 cc.
p. 1.; total consumption per hour
0.64 cc.

Production of oxygen in the light at different depths.
Second series: Algae: a species of Cladophora, wet weight of each portion

4 gr, dry weight after the experiments had f~nished: 0.570, 0.655, 0.695, 0.716 gr
(jar I: 0.655, II: 0.570, III: 0.716, IV: 0.695).

29 August 1930.
Between Hoornand Haarlem. Depth of water 21 m. Experiment from 8.30 '

a.m.-1.30 p.m. Initial oxygen content 2.77 (2.75, 2.79) cc. p. 1. Oxygen consump
tion before beginning of ,experiment 0.15 cc. p. 1. Sunshine at Kuiper 100%.
Total diffuse radiation 368 ca1. per cm2 there.

Number of

jar

1
2
3
4

I Dep.th of jar IOxygen in cc. p.l.llncr~ase in oxygen I Visibility of disc(In ill) 111 CC. p.l.

3.- /6.90 (6.89, 6.90) 4.13 1 I .'
8.- 5.80 (5.78,5.81) 3.03) 18.30. 6.60 m

13.- 14.20 (4.16, 4.24) I 1.43 1.30: 8.- m18.- 3.29 (3.27, 3.30) 0.52

3 September 1930.
N.W. of Haarlem. Depth of water 22 m. Experiment from 8.40-12.45 (jar

I from 8.2~12.45). Initial oxygen content 3.46 (3.38, 3.53) cc. p. 1. Oxygen
consumption before beginning of -experiment 0.15 cc. p. 1. Sunshine at Kuiper
100ro. Total diffuse radiation 289 ca1. per cm2 there.

4
I

3.-

17.27 (7.22, 7.32) I

3.81
3

8.-5.73 (5.71, 5.74)2.27 1)'18.15 a.m. and
12.45 p.m.: 11 m2 I

13.-

15.03 (4.96, 5.10) I
1.57

1
18.-4.42 (4.41, 4.42)0.96

4 September 1930.
Between Onrust ,and PurmereIl!d. Depth of water 11.5 m. Experiment from

7.15 to 11.15. Initial oxygen content 3.34 (3.30, 3.38) cc. p. 1. Oxygen consumption
before beginning of experiment 0.06 cc. p. 1. Sunshine at Kuiper 98%. Total
diffuse radiation 178 ca1. per crri"'2there.

3
2
1

3
6
9

6.03 (6.02, 6.04)
5.32 (5.26,5.37)
4.22 (4.21, 4.22)

2.69
1.98
0.78

7.15 a.m.: 7.3 m
11.15 a.m.: 4.- m

') It is a remarkable fact that on both days jar 2 produced more oxygen at
a certain depth than jar 3, th~ugh it contained the smallest quantity of algae. {'
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5.75 (5.74, 5.76)
5.63 (5.61, 5.65)

5.75 (5.74, 5.76)
5.56 (5.54, 5.57)

Oxygen consumption in the dark.
The oxygen conSiumption of the

gave the following figures:
4 September 1930.

jar 3: 1.50 p.m.
3.50 p.m.

jar 2: 1.50 p.m.
5.15 p.m.

algae .of the second series .of experiments

} Consumption in 2 hours 0.12 cc. p. 1.;total consumption per hour 0.56 cc.

~ Consumption in 3.5 hours 0.19 cc. p. 1.;~ total consumption per hour 0.50 cc.

When I gave my preJ.iminary paper on t.his subject after the oxygen
o measurements of February, 1929, ·had been mOOe,I had not )'let seen the fine

paper of miss MARSHALLand ORRand for that reason did not sufficiently realize
how gross my method .of working had been. The hours of sunshine had not been
recorded, the algae were very "unpure" (probably a mixture of Bryopsis, diatoms
and a rich vegetation of prot.ozoans) and moreover I made the mistake of round
ing off my figures, without there being any obvious reason for it. Finally my
end conclusion, that the oompensation point would lie about 7-8 m deeper than
the limit point of disc visibility, Wias based on two observations only. It is
therefore little astonishing that the few results of the second series of experiments
were different from t.hose of the former. For in comparing t.he results of both
series the data at hand fil'st of all tell us:

1. that there was less sunshine in 1929 than in 1930;
2. that there was mor·e wind, therefore more turbid water and more silt in 1929

than in 1930, so that there was more reflection of light at the surfaee and
more dispersal of light by the matter in suspension.
The data further teach us:

1. that the algae used in 1929 contained more no~-assimilating products
(animal organisms, possibly detritus) than those of.1930,so that their""

oxygen production in relation to their consumption must have been some-
what smaUer;

2. that the absolute consumption of oxygen of the 1929 alga;e was somewhat
higher than that of the 1930 algae though the latter w-eighed more (the
algae of 1929 were of another spe6es, they were unpure and contained
protozoans, which use more oxygen than plants).
But finally there is a very bad source of errors: the portions of algae were
weighed wet and it was shown later (see above) that the weight of the
different portions was not the same. Moreover miss MARSHALLand' ORR
have called attention to the fact'that young cultures .of Coscinosira produce
more oxygen than old ones and here wed.o not kn.ow anything about the
age of the algae in question 1).
For all ~hese reasans it is evident that the value .of my figures becames
greatly restricted. Nevertheless the campensation paint may be faund ta
lie at the following depths. ,.I

') See foot note on page 19'2.
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Neighbourhood of Hoorn andNeighbourhood of On rust
Haarlem (depth of sea 20-22 m)

(depth 10 - 11.5 m)

Limit point of I Compensation

Limit point of I Compensationdisc \'isibility point

disc visibility point

1929, February 18 tho

39.5 - 10.5

20 tho

614.5

1930, August

29 thofirst 6. later 819 - 20.5

September 3 rd.

1120 - 25.5first 7.3, later 410-12

4 tho

Putting it in another way we find the following:

Disc visibility ICompensation point-3 m
9.5·- 10.5 m

4 "

10-12

6 "

14.5

8 "

19- 20.5 "

I 1 ~

20-25.5 "

It follows from these figur,es, when they are compared with those of table X,
that in clear water the compensation point in the Bay of Batavia may lie near
the bottom. It may then even lie a little below the bottom, i.e. there is production
of oxygen at the bottom then. On the othel' hand it lies much higher when the

water is opaque ,and as this is the rule during ma~y days (even weeks) especially
in the westmonsoon 1) we may be sure that the' 'ffi'l?anvalue for the depth of
the compensation point lies several metres above the bottom. It goes without
saying that a larger number of observations is necessary if we wish to get more
exact figures; these few observations, however, may suffice f<Ofthe moment.

I refrain from comparing these few reSllllts with the ones .already existing,
especially with the valuable figures of miss MARSHALLand ORR.But we see that

even in the tropics, ·so close to the equator, and even ina cor.al reef region, we
need not always have the blue clear water one dr,eams of in think'ing ahout reef
formation. MARSHALLand ORR (1931, p. 123) alre3idy called attention to the
same fact in relation to the lago?n inside the Australian Barrier reef.

I ,should like to emphasize once more that my supposition, the oompensation
point is to be found 7-8 m below the limit point for disc visibility, is wrong.
The question is of great interest in connection with ecological studies and the
work should be completed through exact photoelectric measUl"ements.

1) It follows fro!? the experiment of February,. 20, 19129,that at 18.76 m depth
there was a oonsumptlOn of oxygen of 0.4'2 cC. p. 1. In 7 hours; that means that the
total con-sumption per hour amounted to 0.60 cc. And as flask 1 consumed per hour
0.68 an~ 0.64 cc. there was at (8.75 m no oxygen production at all, Le. no light .
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5. DEPTH OF THE LIVING REEF.

195

The only question which remains tci be studied concerns the depth of the
living reef.

The method of work<ingwas very simple. Using the diving helmet I went
down the slope of the reef at the northern side of the island {where the reef
descends deepest) and having reached the limit of cor,al growth at the margin
of the layer of limy mud I veer·ed out my rope (divided into metres) and bamboo
until the bamboo had reached the surface. In this way the depth between surface
and lowest corals could be accurately measured. The measurements were reduced

, to low spring tide and rounded off to half metres. These observations, made in
August, 1930, gave the following results.

Onrust ..
Kerkhof ..

Rotterdam.
Hoorn
Haarlem ..

Is 1and Depth of Ii ving
reef in m

7 -7.5
8

10
12
15

Depth of sea in m

9-10
10- 12
14-16
16 - 20
20- 22

I must add at once that at all these reefs some few species of corals only
reach these depths and that most species do not reach below 5-8 m; I hope to
deal wIth this question in a following paper, however.

A glance at the figures shows that the living parts of the reefs descend
deeper, as we go farther away from the coast, hut that the .depth of the sea
increases f,aster than the reef depth, so that the difference between the depth of
the living part of the I~eefand the depth of the surroundin:/i s.ea increases away
from the ooast. At Kerkhof the sea is about 3, at Haarlem ,about,.7 m deeper than
the living reef. This in itself is a quite interesting problem, for one may ask how
these reefs developed from the bottom. As I hope to treat this question in a
following paper, however, we may for the mom~mt pass ,on to our conclusions.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS.

We have seen that the oxygen consumption of a coral reef is very great,

not to Isay enormous. Currents are therefore of vital importance to the develop~
ment of reefs. Where they fail, th~ reef may be greatly hampered by lack of
oxygen from this cause alone. For 'such a reef light may be ,as&umed to be a
limiting factor as to depth. But it is quite probable that for sev,eral other reasons
too a coral reef needs a large amount of light. We therefore have tried to show
whether there would perhaps exist a direct relation between the depth of the
living reef and the average depth of light penetration round about that reef.
The existence of such a corl'elation wou1d be a very strong argument in favour
of the relation between reef depth and light influen"'e. '

c
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We have shown that the silt quantity greatly influences the light pene
tration as measured by the oxygen production of algae at different depths and
that the light for that reason penetrates much deeper near Hoorn and Haarlem
than near Onrust, where the silt quantity is so very great. When dealing with
the visibility of SECCHI'S disc we have seen that the depth of the sea, in going
away from the coast, increases faster than the disc vi,sibility. In precisely the
same way we have found that the depth of the sea, in going away from the
coast, increases faster than the depth of the living reef. This shows that there
exists a neat corrdation between the silt quantity and the reef depth. And as
the silt quantity isa measure for the (reduced) penetration of light, there is a
neat correlation between light penetration and reef depth.

One could object that not the light, but the silt itself, -is of prime importance
here, and that the Onrust corals are killed by the large quantities of silt below
7 m, whereas those at Haarlem are killed by the silt below ~5 m only 1). This
cannot be the case, however. I hav,e pointed out in my former paper (1930, p. 309
-310 and p. 353) that the quantity of silt on one and the same reef decreases
with increasing depth of the water, because this quantity greatly depends on
wave action. And that several clear water forms, which at Haarlem live near the

surface, at Hoorn live in deeper wat'er only. For that reason the influence of
falling silt is more bad at smaller than at greater depth and the fad remains
that there is a neat correlation between light penetration and reef depth. As
stated before this means a very strong argument in favour of the dependence of
coral ree£s on light.
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